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THE MIDDLE GRAPH OF A HYPERGRAPH
by
Danu~ MARCU
Introduction. This paragraph is meant to present some defi-
nitions that are necessary to follow the further notes, our
graph theoretic terminology being fairly standard [2], [3],
as well the matroid terminology [5].
The characterization of a middle graph of a graph is
given by Akiyama, Hamada and Yoshimura [1]. Some other prop-
erties of the middle graphs are presented in [4]. In a simi-
lar way, we introduce the middle graph of a hypergraph and
we give a characterization of this graph. With any middle
graph, we associate a matroid and we prove that it is graph-
ic.
Let X = {xl"" ,xn} be a finite set and let ~ = {E~:~
e: r} be a family of subsets of X. The pair H = (X,~) is call-
ed a hypengnaph on X, of onden n, if E~ # 0,~ e: I, and
.U E. = X. It will also be denoted as a pair H = (V(H) ,E(H)),
-<.e.I -<.
where V(H) = X is the set of vent~ee.6, and E(H) = ~ is the
set of edge.6.
A hypergraph is .6~mpte, if the edges E .(~ e: I) are all
-<.
distinct, and mult~ple, otherwise. If IEil ~ 2, for all
i e: I, then a multiple hypergraph is a multignaph without
isolated vertices, and if IE.I = 2, for all i e: I, a simple
-<.
hypergraph is a gnaph without isolated vertices.
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We define the middle g~aph M(H) 06 the hype~g~aph H
(X,~), as an intersection graph ~(F), where
F = XI U ~ and X' = {{X,}, ... ,{Xn}}.
A graph is called a middle g~aph, if it is isomorphic to the
middle graph M(H) of a hypergraph H.
If H is a hypergraph and x E V(H), then we denote by
N(x) and N(x) the open and the elo~ed neighbou~hood of the
vertex x, in the hypergraph H, respectively, i.e., x' E N(x)
if and only if x F x' and there exists an edge E of H, such
that {x',x} cE, and N(x) = N(x)U{x}.
Let G be a graph. The set {C.:i = , , ... ,m} of the
.{.
cliques of G is called a C-eove~ of G, if
m m
U V(C.) = V(G) and U E(C.) = E(G).
i=' .{. -i=' .{.
If in the graph G there exists a stable set S, such that the
collection {G [N( x)] : x e: S} is a C-cover of G, then the set
S is called C-~table. Here, G[A] denotes the subgraph of G,
induced by A c V(G).
A mat~o-id M is a pair (Q,§), where Q is a nonempty fi-
nite set and ~ is a nonempty collection of subsets of Q,
called ba~e~, satisfying the following properties:
(B') no basis properly contains another basis,
(B2) if B, and B2 are bases and if b is any element of B"
then there exists an element b' of B2, such that
(B,\{b}) U {b'} is also a basis.
The main results. In this section, we shall present our main
results.
THEOREM 1. A g~aph G -i~ a m-iddle g~aph -i6 and only -i6
the~e exi~t~ a max-imal ~table ~et S = {x, ,... ,xk} c V(G),
~ueh that the eolleet-ion {G[N(x.)]:-i = , , ••• ,k} -i~ a C-eoVeA
.{.
06 G.
Proof. Let us assume that G is the middle graph of the
hypergraph H. We consider the set S = {{X,}, ... ,{Xn}} and
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the collection {G[N({Xi})]:i : ', ... ,n}. From the definition
of the middle graph of the hypergraph H, the set S is stable
and maximal. Moreover, any two elements of N({x.}) have a
.(.
non empty intersection. Therefore, G[N({x.})] is a clique of
- .(.
G, for all i = f , ••• ,n. Obviously, G[N({x.})] is also a clique
of G, and the collection {G[N({Xi})]:i = ~, ••. ,n} is a C-cov-
er of G.
Now, assume that the collection {G[N(xi)]:.<. = I ,... ,k.}
is a C-cover of G, and S = {x, ,... ,xk.} is a maximal stable
set of G. A hypergraph H, whose middle graph is isomorphic
to G, may be obtained in the following way. Let V(H) = Sand
V(G)\S = {e" ,em}. The family of edges of our hypergraph
is {t.<.:i= i , ,m}, where E.<. = {X(Xj e: Sand e.<. e: N(xj),
for j = I , ..• ,k.}. It is easy to see that M(H) '" G, and the
proof is complete. •
Let G be a graph and let ~(G) be the collection
{B:B C V(G) and B is a C-stable set of G}.
For example, if G = K ,V(K) = {x , •.. .x.}, then, B(G)n n n -
{£X.}:.<. = " .•. ,n}. If G = K, ,V(G) = {y,x" ... ,x}, then.{. { },n n
.§(G) = {x" ... ,xn} ,n ~ 2. If G = Pn,V(Pn) = {x" ... ,xn},
n > 4, then §(G) = 0.
THEOREM 2. Suppo4e that §(G) F 0. Then, the pa.<.~MG =
(V(G),~(G)) '<'4 a mat~o.<.d.
Proof. Let G be a middle graph. We must to prove the
properties (B1) and (B2). Clearly, (B') is trivial. To prove
(BZ), we let B, ,8Z e: §(G) and b e: 8,. If b e: 8, n 82, then we
put b' = b, and (B2) is true. Suppose that b e: 8,' 82, Obvi-
ously, BZ'B, is not empty. Since 8, is C-stable, we have
N(b) n (6Z'B,) F 0, for every be: 8,'8Z' Moreover, IN(b) n
(BZ' B,) I = 1. If it were not so, the induced sub graph
G[N(b)] would not be a clique, and B, ¢ B(G), in contradic-
tion with the assumption. Let N(b) n (BZ'B,) = {b ! l . In a
similar way, we obtain N(b') n (B,'B2) = {b}, for b' e:8Z'B,.
Hence, there exists a bijection 6: (8,' BZ) ....(BZ' 8,), such
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that (B,' {b}) U {6(b)} is C-stable, i.e., it is an element
of §(G). Thus, MG = (V(G) ,§(G)) is a matroid. ,
From the above and from the properties of the matroids,
it is easy to verify the facts described in the next theorem.
THEOREM 3. 16 G ~~ a m~ddle g~aph and MG ~~ ~t~ ~~
then:
(a) The ~ank ~(MG) 06 MG ~~ equal to the ~tab~l~ty numbe~
~(G) 06 G.
(bl 16 S ~~ a ~table ~et and lSI = ~(G), then S E ~(G).
(~l The hype~g~aph H ~~ un~quely dete~m~ned up to an ~~omo~-
ph~~m by ~t~ m~ddle g~aph M(H). ,
It is a reasonable question to ask whether a given ma-
troid MG is the circuit matroid of some multigraph. In other
words, whether there exists a multigraph G', such that MG is
isomorphic to the circuit matroid corresponding to G'. The
answer to this question is obtained in the next theorem.
Moreover, we give the construction of a such multigraph.
Suppose that we are given the middle graph G = M(H) of
a hypergraph H and the matroid MG = (V(G) ,§(G)), with the
rank function n , and let A = UBe::§(G)B.Obviously, A c: V(G)
and A does not contain the loops of MG. Note that the set A
contains only those elements of G, which correspond to the
vertices and loops of H (if it were not so, the collection
§(G) would not satisfy (B2)). These facts imply that the ma-
troid MG does not have a circuit of size greater than two.
We define, on the set A, a relation R, in the following way:
xRy if and only if ~({x,y}) = 1. (1)
Note that x and y form a pair of parallel elements of MG'
The above considerations give the following
LEMMA. The ~elat~on R, de6~ned above, ~~ an equ~va-
len~e ~elat~on on the ~et A. The mat~o~d MG doe~ not cont~
~~~~u~t~ 06 ~~ze g~eate~ than two. ,
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THEOREM 4. Supp04e that we a~e g~ven a mat~o~d MG =
(V(G),§(G)) whe~e G ~4 a m~ddleg~aph. Then, the~e eX~4t4 a
connected mult~g~aph G', 4uch that MG ~4 ~40mo~ph~c to the
c~~cu~t mat~o~d co~~e4pond~ng to G'.
Proof. Let A = UBE~(G)B and let R be ~he relation de-
fined by (1). Let us denote by A- R = {A1, ... ,Ak} the factor
set of A, with respect to R. Now, with every se~ A~, let us
associate a multigraph G~, with two vertices and IA~I paral-
lel edges, joining these vertices. Let H1 be a multigraph
with one vertex and I V(G)-AI loops. By the above and by lem-
ma, it is ea~to see that the circuit matroid of the multi-
graph G f = ( + G -)0) H1, where the operation" 0" is a di-..(.- ..(.
rect sum operation, i.e., it is a multigraph obtained by the
coalescence of a vertex of G1 with a vertex of G2 and then
of a vertex of G10G2 with a vertex of G3 and so on, satis-
fies the required isomorphism. Note that the size of the
collection ~(G) is equal to fr: IA -I. •
..(.= 1 ..(.
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